Abstract-In this letter, we study the optimization for cache content placement to minimize the backhaul load subject to cache capacity constraints for caching enabled small cell networks with heterogeneous file and cache sizes. Multicast content delivery is adopted to reduce the backhaul rate exploiting the independence among maximum distance separable coded packets.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a small cell network comprising a single MBS, and K small cells each consisting of a single SBS and I k users among which each SBS can only answer to the requests of a maximum of I (I ≥ I k , ∀k) users at the same time. The requests of the remaining users are served by the MBS. It is assumed that there is no coverage overlapping amongst all the SBSs which operate in sub-channels disjoint with the MBS. Moreover, enhanced inter-cell interference coordination techniques (eICIC) or/and orthogonal spectra are utilized by the neighboring SBSs [10] , [11] . We also assume that the MBS has access to all the files defined as F { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f N } with distinct file sizes s = [s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ]. The users located outside of the small cells can only be served by the MBS and hence are ignored when considering the backhaul rate from the MBS to the SBSs. Note that it is also assumed that each user is able to request one file at one time slot. Instead of assuming identical cache size in all SBSs which is difficult to satisfy in practice, here we consider that the SBSs have heterogeneous cache sizes. We let M k (M k ≤ N j =1 s j ) be the cache size in SBS k. Using MDS codes parametrized by (l j , n j ), file j is equally cut into n j fragments and coded into l j independent packets, any n j of which can recover the file. The SBS in cell k caches m k, j coded packets of file j . Let
The SBSs push the cached packets to the users when requested while the uncached parts are delivered to the SBSs via the backhaul from the MBS. Taking advantages of the independence among the MDS codes, we adopt multicasting between MBS and SBSs to reduce the backhaul rate.
To recover the requested file with minimum redundancy, file j is coded into l j = K k=1 m k, j +n j −min K k=1 m k, j packets to ensure that the uncached packets delivered from the MBS are different from all the cached packets, even in an extreme case that the SBSs store totally different packets.
III. CONTENT PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION
Let π j ∈ j denote the user request profile for file j in all cells in which j is the collection of all the possible user request profiles for file j . Given the user request profile π j , we use K π j to denote the collection of the cells where file j is required. For instance, if π j demonstrates that file j is requested by all the cells except cell K , i.e., π j = [1, 1, . . . , 1, 0], then we will have K π j = {1, 2, . . . , K − 1}. In addition, if there are t (≤ K ) cells requiring file j , π j and the corresponding K π j may have K t possible combinations. The total number of different π j and K π j will be as high as 2 K .
Our aim is to minimize the average backhaul load, i.e., the volume of the file packets needed to be delivered via backhaul using multicasting, subject to the cache capacity constraints by optimizing the cache content placement. The average backhaul rate is obtained by taking expectation of the instantaneous 1558-2558 © 2016 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
backhaul rate with respect to the joint probability of user request profile for all the files {π 1 , . . . , π N }. That is,
where P r ({π 1 , . . . , π N }) shows the joint probability that a certain user request profile, i.e., {π 1 , . . . , π N } appears, and s j denotes the size for file j . Lemma 1: Based on the fact that the backhaul load for a particular file j only relies on π j regardless of {π i } i = j , the average backhaul rate in (1a) can be rewritten as
where P r (π j ) is the probability a certain profile π j appears.
Proof: See Appendix A. To show the advantages of storing MDS coded packets over storing the uncoded segments directly in our settings, we assume that the SBS in cell k stores m k j different fragments randomly drawn among the n j fragments. Let M j show the detail of the fragments of file j stored in the caches and d M j , K π j denote the number of same fragments stored in all the cells requesting file j . The backhaul rate is given by
Due to the fact that the number of same fragments stored in all the cells requesting file j is always less than or equal to the minimum number of the fragments stored in those cells,
, the use of MDS codes clearly helps reduce the average backhaul rate. If the uncoded segments are assumed to be randomly drawn among the n j fragments equiprobably, the probability of each fragment of file j being stored in all the cells requesting the file will be
As
. In this case, the expectation of d in terms of different M j with given m j and π j is given by d m j , K π j = n j ρ j ≤ min k∈K π j m k, j . The same conclusion can be drawn. Now assuming that the popularity of the files is arranged in a descending order according to the Zipf's law, the frequency for file j to be requested by each user can be written as [12] 
where γ ∈ [0.5, 1.5] is the skewness reflecting the concentration of the popularity distribution. Hence, the probability of file j not being requested by the users in the cell is
Though P r (π j ) can be calculated by (6) , it would be difficult to fully list all possible user request profiles and analyze the objective function. However, if we know the relationships amongall the elements in m j , a closed-form expression of the objective function can be obtained in the following lemma. Lemma 2: Let r k, j denote the rank of the value of m k, j in m j . For instance, r k, j = 1 means m k, j is the smallest while r k, j = K states that m k, j is the largest in m j . The objective function (1a) can then be rewritten as
Proof: Firstly, we divide the possible user request profiles for each file, e.g., π j into K + 1 types defined as {π 0 j , π 1 j , π 2 j , . . . , π K j } according to the different values of the associated backhaul load for file j , i.e., {0, 1− , then the associated user request profile π k j will imply that file j is requested by cell k and that probably some cells have cached more packets of file j but there will not be any cell t satisfying r t, j < r k, j , i.e., m t, j ≤ m k, j . Hence, we have
. Finally, after summing up all types of user request profiles {π k j } for all files, the average backhaul rate can be written as (7) .
As a comparison, in the typical unicast case without coverage overlap among the SBSs, the backhaul rates for storing uncoded fragments directly or coded packets would be [8] 
Note that after using multicast, additional multipliers 0 < α (r k, j −1) j ≤ 1, ∀k, ∀ j appear and hence bring a global gain. Substituting (7) 
Note that we can separate the files into an arbitrary number of fragments. We define q k, j m k, j n j as the cached percentage of file j in SBS k. Accordingly, we let q j = [q 1, j , q 2, j , . . . , q K , j ] and their ranks remain the same. Then (9) is rewritten as
In (10), {q k, j } are to be optimized and hence unknown before the problem is solved. It is impossible to predict the ranks {r k, j } which depend on the values of {q k, j }. To tackle this problem, we firstly sort q j , ∀ j in an ascending order and define the sorted variables as g j = [g 1, j , g 2, j , . . . , g K , j ] with r k, j = k in g j , ∀ j . Problem (10) is then expressed as
and (10b). (11b)
Nevertheless, sorting the variables to be optimized is definitely unconvex. The challenge then becomes how to demonstrate the relationships between q j and g j so as to satisfy the constraints. Lemma 3:
Clearly, (12) is a mixed integer nonlinear program (MINLP) and hence cannot be solved directly. Therefore, we resort to linearizing the products of the variables in (12b).
Lemma 4: Let z be the product of a binary x and a continuous variable y(0 ≤ y ≤ y). We can linearize the equation z = x y by adding the following constraints equivalently
Proof: See Appendix C. According to Lemma 4, we can easily replace the products in constraint (12b) with a new group of variables defined as (12) can be rewritten as
Based on the equivalence between the obtained linear constraints and the assumption of z k t, j = g t, j x k t, j with the basic settings of {g t, j } and {x k t, j }, it is apparent that the obtained solution to problem (14) will also be the solution to (12) . 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are now provided with comparison to the uniform and popularity based content placement schemes in [8] and [9] . To show the benefit of multicast, the unicast scenario in (8) is studied as well. We consider a small cell network with K = 3 cells and the cache sizes
where M 0 is the total cache size while m is the cache size differentiation. We set N = 10 with file sizes randomly chosen uniformly between 1 and 5 independently. Unless otherwise specified, we set M 0 = 20, m = 3, I = 10, γ = 1. Note that the backhaul rates have been scaled with the total file size. The results in the multicast and unicast scenarios are presented using the left and right axes, respectively. Fig. 1 studies the average backhaul rates for various total cache sizes. As we can observe, the backhaul rates decrease with the total cache size in all cases. Also, as expected, the multicast based schemes outperform the unicast scheme and the proposed scheme reduces the backhaul load among all. Fig. 2 explores the impact of the cache size differentiation m on the backhaul rates with fixed M 0 . Similar to Fig. 1 , the proposed scheme shows the best performance. In addition, the backhaul rate reduction of the proposed scheme over the popularity based scheme increases drastically when improving m which illustrates the significance of the proposed scheme in small cell networks with heterogeneous cache sizes. Fig. 3 illustrates the impact of the number of served users I in each cell on the backhaul rate, while the impact of the skewness γ is investigated in Fig. 4 . Again, the multicast based schemes show better performance than the unicast based scheme and the proposed scheme yields the lowest backhaul rate. Moreover, the performance gain of the proposed scheme to the popularity based scheme changes little when increasing γ while that to the uniform scheme rises more obviously.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, the optimization of cache content placement was investigated for MDS coded caching enabled small cell networks with heterogeneous file and cache sizes. To minimize the average backhaul rate, multicast transmission was adopted. Results showed that the proposed scheme using MILP outperforms the existing schemes in terms of backhaul requirements.
APPENDIX A
In (1a), the instantaneous backhaul rates for all kinds of possible user request profiles {π 1 , . . . , π N } are summed up to obtain the average backhaul rate while that for a particular user request profile is composed of the associated backhaul rates for all the files. Equivalently, the average backhaul rate can also be calculated by summing up the average backhaul rate for each file in terms of all kinds of possible user request profiles. Mathematically, we are able to rewrite (1a) as
For a particular file j , the volume of packets to be sent via backhaul is subject to the content placement m j and the associated user request profile π j regardless of the profiles for other files {π i } i = j . That is to say, any user request profile {π 1 , . . . , π N } with the same π j would yield the same backhaul rate for file j . Consequently, when calculating the backhaul rate for a file, we can only consider different user request profiles for the certain file and ignore the user request profiles for other files. Hence, (15) can be further reformulated into
which is the same as (2) found by considering the user profile for each file and then summing up the backhaul rate for all the files. The equivalence between (1a) and (2) is hence proved.
APPENDIX B Since the solution of (11) always satisfies g j = sort( q j ), ∀ j , it can be easily proved that q k, j = g r k, j , j where r k, j is the rank of q k, j in q j . Note that the ranks must be unique integers. Hence, if we let x k t, j = 1| r k, j =t and otherwise x k t, j = 0, we will then get q k, j = K t =1 g t, j x k t, j , which satisfy all the constraints in (12) . Hence, { g k, j } and { x k t, j } are the solution of (12) . Oppositely, if { g k, j } and { x k t, j } are known to be the solution to (12) , it is easy to prove that { g k, j } are the solution to (11) and then use them to recover { q k, j }, i.e., q k, j = K t =1 g t, j x k t, j . In this case, the rank of q k, j in q j is r k, j = t| x k t, j =1 . The equivalence is therefore proved. APPENDIX C Firstly, we prove that any (x, y, z) with z = x y can satisfy constraints (13a)-(13d). Based on the definition that 0 ≤ y ≤ y and x ∈ {0, 1}, z is monotonically increasing with both x and y. Thus, (13a), (13c) and (13d) always hold. Also, when x = 0, we get y − y ≤ 0 and z = 0 in (13b). Similarly, when x = 1, we can prove (13b). Now suppose that (x, y, z) satisfies (13a)-(13d) and we prove that z = x y by contradiction. Assume that there is a z satisfying z > x y. According to (13c), we then get z ≤ y which indicates that x = 0 and hence z > 0. This contradicts with (13a). The assumption cannot be true. Similarly, we can prove that once z < x y happens, x must be equal to 1 and z < y in order to satisfy (13d). This in turn violates (13b) which requires z ≥ y. Consequently, z = x y always holds in this case. Lemma 4 is then proved.
